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ABSTRACT 
The set of multipliers from one vector space to another vector space may be seen as a generalized 
dual space in the sense of K6the. We give some properties of this kind of duality and prove precise 
estimates concerning generalized duality of XP-spaces, Lebesgue, Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and 
Orlicz spaces. We complement and unify several previous results of his kind. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let (£2, 2;,/2) be a complete a- f in i te measure space with/2(f2) > 0. We denote 
by L°(f2) the space of  all equivalence classes of  /2-measurable real-valued 
funct ions def ined and finite a.e. on £2. If X and Y are subspaces of  L°(f2) we 
denote by M(X,  Y) the space of  mult ipl iers f rom X to Y, i .e., 
M(X,  Y)= {xeL°( f2 )  : xye  Y for every yeX}.  
In part icular ,  M(X,  L 1) is the usual associate (or the K6the dual) space X'  of 
X.  We put M(X,  Y) = X y and say that X Y is the Y-dual space o f  X .  We remark 
that X r can be tr ivial (see Theorem 2). The space (2(r) r is denoted X r r .  
I f  X and Y are non-tr iv ial  Banach funct ion spaces on (£2, 27,/2), then X Y is 
a Banach funct ion space with the norm 
Ilxl[xy=sup {l[xYlly:Y~X, I[YIIx~I}; 
see Propos i t ion  2. 
* This research was partly done under NFR contract F-FU 8685-100. 
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The aim of this paper is to investigate this type of generalized uality of 
XP-spaces, Lebesgue, Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and Orlicz spaces. In particular, 
we prove that if l~r<p<oo and 1/q=l / r -1 /p ,  then 
(0) M([XP], X r) - X q and M(X p, X ~) -- [xq], 
where [X] is the maximal normed extension (see [11) of the Banach function 
space (X, I]" IIx); see Theorem 5. Moreover, we prove that the embedding 
XqCM(X p, X r) can not in general be replaced by an equality; compare with 
Arazy [3]. We also complement and extend several other results of this kind (see 
e.g. [51, [15], [171, [231 and [24]). 
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 1 is used to give some 
basic definitions and results in connection with Banach function spaces and 
XP-spaces. In Section 2 we give some general properties and prove precise 
estimates concerning eneralized ual spaces. In Sections 3 and 4 we prove 
some results on generalized uality of Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and Orlicz 
spaces. In Section 5 we prove and point out some consequences of the estimates 
in (0). 
CONVENTIONS. Let X and Y be Banach function spaces. The notation Y~X,  
c>0,  means that I]Xllx<_C]lX]]y for every xe  Y. We write X -  = Y if Y~X and 
X~ Y. As usual, LP(~), 0<p~ co, denotes the space of all classes of functions 
x = x(t) on g2 such that II x [Ip = (la [x(t) lPdl~(t)) 1/p < oo if p < ~ and 
[IxJIco = ess sup Ix(t)l < ~ i f  p = co. 
t~.Q 
In particular, if x = {xk }x~ z, #(k) = 1 for k e Z, we have [I x [[ v = (2 ~ = tXk[ p) 1/p 
i fp<oo and ]lxll~o=supk~ z Ixk). 
1. BANACH FUNCTION SPACES AND XP-SPACES 
A Banach subspace X= (X, I]" ]Ix) of L°(~2) is a Banach function space 
(f2, 27,#) if, for any xeX and yeL°(~2),  the following implication holds: 
(1) [Yl -< Ix[u-a.e. =y  eX  and I]yllx <_ I]xtl x .  
Examples of Banach function spaces are the classical Lebesgue spaces L p, 
l _<p_< 0% Orlicz spaces L ¢ (see e.g. [8]) and their generalizations ( uch as 
Musielak-Orlicz spaces), Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz and symmetric spaces (see 
e.g.  [101). 
In the sequel we assume that supp X= ~2, where supp X is the smallest 
measurable set outside of which all functions in X are equal to zero. We say 
that the norm I1" IIx is 
a) continuous if 0_<xn$0= Ilxnllx~0, 
b) monotone complete if O<-xn~, sup,~ N ]lx~]lx< oo = sup,~u x~ eX,  
c) semicontinuous if O<-xnTx ~ X = supn~ N [Ixnllx = IIX][x. 
The associate (or the K6the dual) space X'  of X is defined by using the norm 
]lyllx,=SUp { j ]x(t)y(t)]dl~ : xeX,  [IXllx <- 1}. 
~2 
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The space (X', I1" IIx') is a Banach function space on (f2, 27,p) with supp X '= 
= supp X= f2. The norm [1" [Ix' is monotone complete and semicontinuous. 
Moreover, X~X"  and X"-X ' .  It is also well-known that X=-X " if and only 
if the norm is monotone complete and semicontinuous (see [6], [21]). 
The maximal normed extension of a Banach function space X= (X, i]" i[ x), 
defined by Abramovi~ [1] and denoted [X], is the set 
IX] = {YeL°( f2 )  : LlYtltxl=Sup {[IXllx :x  ~x,o<--x<-Iyl} < °°}. 
In [11 it is proved that [XI=([X], t1" [Itxl) is a Banach function space with 
supp [X] = supp X= f2 and that X is a closed subspace of IX]. Moreover, the 
inclusion IX] ~X"  holds and [X] =X"  is equivalent to the semicontinuity of
the norm on X, and if the norm H" 11 x is monotone complete then IX] - X (but 
the converse implication does not hold). We note that if X is a closed subspace 
of Y, then Y~ [X]. Let X= (X, LI" [1 x) be a Banach function space. The space 
X p, 0 <p < oo, consists of all x e L°(f2) such that Ix[ p c X with the quasi-norm 
Llxllx  = (ll IxlPlhx) l/p< oo; 
see [12]. The spaces X p and X l/p, 1 <p< oo, are sometimes called the p-con- 
vexification and the p-concavification of X, respectively. According to our 
definitions we have 
(2) [X p] = [X] p and Ilxlltx~l = Ilxl][Xl;. 
This construction of the XP-spaces from X is quite analogous to the con- 
struction of the LP-spaces from L ~. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a Banach funct ion space and 1 <_p < co. Then X p is 
a Banach funct ion space. 
Later on and for the proof of Proposition 1 we need the following version 
of H61der's inequality. 
LEMMA 1. Let p > O, q > 0 and 1/r = 1/p + 1/q. I f  x ~ X p and y ~ X q, then 
xy ~ X r and 
IlxYtlx r~ ![xllxdyllxq. 
PROOF. Let Ilxllxp=llyl]xq=l and £2o={t~f2:x(t)y(t ) -~O }. Since r /p+ 
+ r /q  -- 1 and the function f (u)  = exp u is convex we obtain, for every t ~ f20, 
]x(t)y(t)]r--exp (r In[x(t)y(t)l)=ex p (~- lnlx(t)] 
<_ --[x(t)[P + y(t)[ q. 
P q 
r ) 
P ' J r "  - -  lnty(t)t q 
q 
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Hence 
r r r r [[X.~llrxr~ "-p Hx[[Pp -~- ? [Ly Hqq = - -  Jr- - -  = 1. 
P q 
Therefore we conclude that, for every x e X p and y e X q, 
Ilxy]lxr~ Ilxllx~llyllgq. 
For the case r = 1 another elementary proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [9]. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. It is obviously sufficient o prove that Minkowski's 
inequality holds for p > 1. We put q =p/ (p -  1) and obtain, by using Lemma 1, 
II Ix + ylPl lx <- fl ]xF , tx + y lp-  llIs + I[ ]yl " ]x + y]p- lllx <<- 
-< Ilxllxpll IXF Yl P- I I[ x q+ [ly[lx~ll Ix + yl P- l [l xq = 
= (][X[Ixp+ [lY[]XP)[[ [X+.YlP][1X/q. 
We conclude that 
[IX"k ylIxp <~ [[X[[xp"k [IY[tx p • 
and the result follows. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED DUALITY 
Let X, Xo, X1, Yand Z be subspaces of L°(f2). Spaces for which X"=Xare  
sometimes called perfect (or K6the-reflexive) spaces. Here we say that X is 
Y-perfect if Xrr=X.  
We have the following elementary properties of Y-duality: 
(a) XoCXl=X~rcxL  
(b) zcxY  ~* xcZ  r and M(Z, X r) =M(X, Zr),  
(c) XCX Yr, 
(d) xY= x YYY, 
(e) M(X  o, X1)CM(X~, Xo r) = M(Xo YY, x~Y),  
(f) (L°°)X=x, if X has property (1), 
(g) M(X P, YP)=(M(X,Y) )  P, O<p<oo,  if X and Y are Banach function 
spaces, 
(h) If Y is Z-perfect, then X r is Z-perfect. 
The proofs of (a)-(h) are elementary and we prove only (h). 
PROOF OF (h). According to (c) we have xYcx  YZZ. Let Y= yZZ. By (c) and 
(e) we have 
X C X rr  = M(X  Y, Y) C M(X  YZZ yZZ) = M(X  YZZ r) .  
Therefore, by using (b), we obtain PLrZZCXr. Hence xrZZ=x r and the 
proof is complete. 
In the sequel we assume that X, Y and Z are non-trivial Banach function 
spaces on (t2, X, p) and that X rr is defined only for non-trivial X Y. Then all 
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the equality signs "="  and inclusion signs "C"  in (a)-(h) above can be 
replaced by the corresponding isometric signs " - "  and "~" ,  respectively. 
REMARK. Equality in the embedding (e) does not hold in general. This fact 
can be seen by e.g. choosing Y=l  1, Xo=l °~, Xl=co and noting that 
co-M( l  ~ , Co) CM(c 6 , (l~) ') - M(I 1 , l i) _ 1o~. 
However, if X1 =- X~ r, then M(X o, X~) -  M(Xo ~r, x~Y). 
PROPOSITION 2. X y is a Banach function space with the norm 
Ilxllx :sup {llxyll y: y eX ,  Ijytlx < _ 1}. 
PROOF. It is sufficient o prove that 
1 °. The functional I1" II x Y is finite on X r, 
2°- ]J" Itx Y is a norm, 
3 °. X Y has the lattice property (1), 
4 °. X y is complete. 
The proof of 1° is standard and thus omitted. 
2 °, 3 °. The functional [l" IIx ~ is a subadditive, homogenous and monotone 
norm because it is the norm of the operator Tx:Txy=xy,  from X to Y. We 
assume that IlXllxY=0 and choose Yo, 0<y0EX,  such that Ilyol]x=l and 
IlXyoll v=0. Then ]xYol =0 and it follows that x=0.  This completes the proof 
of 2 °, 3 °. 
4 °. It is sufficient to prove the Riesz-Fischer property of X r. Let 
2.~1 Itx.llx ~<°°. Then, for any yeX,  ]ly[[x_< 1, we have 
oo co 
2 llx, yiky-< 2 ILxnllx < . 
.=1  n=l  
Therefore, according to the completeness of Y, we see that 
co co 
2 Ix.Y[ = ( 2 ]x.I)]Yl ~ Y for any y ~ X, llyllx<_l. 
.=1  l 
Hence 2.==1 lxn l~x r and 112 ~ ,,=1 IXnl llx Y<- 2.:i IIx, tlx Y. The proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM 1. I f  X & a non-trivial Banach function space, then 
XX-L  °° and xtxl=-L°L 
PROOF. Since the embeddings L °° ~xX&x Ix] are obvious, it is sufficient o 
prove that 
(3) X Ix] CL °°. 
Assume that there exists an element xEX IX], but x~.L°% Then the set 
en= {t~#2 : n3<lx(t)[_<(n+ 1) 3 } 
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has positive measure for infinitely many n e Z+. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that P(en) > 0 for all n e Z+.  Let x0 be a unit in X, i.e. a positive 
function in X for which [Ix01e{Ix>O for any set e with p(e)>O. We put 
a,= llxole,]l x,  n~Z+,  and 
y=y( t )= ~ 1 (Xo(t)le,(t)). 
n=l  
Then y ~ X. On the other hand, xy ~ IX] because 
[I xy I] txl >- [I xyl e,, [I Ixl >- n 311y 1e,, II txl = n for all n ~ Z+. 
Therefore x~.X Exj. This contradiction proves that (3) holds and the proof is 
complete. 
A second proof of (3) is the following: 
Let xeL  ~°, x:/:O, and choose e, O<e< []x]]~o. Then the set 
e= { t e Q z lx(t) I>_ IlxjJoo-e} 
has positive measure. Let O<_yeX be such that y=y l  e and []y]lx = 1. (The 
existence of a function y with these properties follows from the fact that 
supp X=.(2.) Then 
l[Xl]x Ix1 >- [[Xle[lXIXl > ][X..Vle[[ IX] -> [Ixyle]]x >- ([tx][oo - g)[lYlel[X = 
= ([[xlp ~ - e)Hy[Ix = [tx[] o~ - e. 
Hence, L ~ is closed in X Exl and it follows that xfx1~[L°~] -L  °~. Other 
proofs of the relation XX=L °° can be found in [17] and [22]. In our first 
proof  of (3) we use similar arguments as in the proof  in [17] of the embedding 
XxCL  °~. 
By using Theorem 1 and the properties (a)-(f) we obtain also the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. 
a) X and L ~ are X-perfect spaces. 
b) xY~ Y~L~+X YY. 
c) YcXY~X~YcL% 
d) X Y+ v x+ Y L= X Y 
e) Y~XYY~XYcL  °:. 
PROOF. 
a) xxx- (L~)x -x  and (L~)xx-XX-L% 
b) xY~ Y~L~-~ YYcxYY=xY-xYYYc(L~)  Y -  Y. 
C) YCX¥=XYYc  YY=-L ~ ~ Y - (L~)YcX YYY-XY.  
d) xYY  Y=L Y. 
e) YcxYY=xY-xYYYc  YY -L  ~-  YYcxY=xYYc(L :~)  y= Y. 
We remark that Corollary I d) implies that if X and Y are symmetric spaces 
on (0, 1), then X y contains a non-zero element if and only if XC Y. For many 
cases it is easy to describe the spaces X y explicitly. 
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PROPOSITION 3. I f  l<_r<_p<_co and 1 /q=l / r -1 /p ,  then (LP((2)) U(t2)-~ 
-~ L q(O). 
The proof follows from the following simple argument: 
M(LP((2), L r(~'2)) ~ M(Lp/r((2), L 1 (~2))  r =- ( t  q/r(~'2))r ~ L q(~'2). 
THEOREM 2. Let l<_p<r<_co. Then (lp)l~=-I ~ and (LP(f2))Lr(~2)={O} if
(t2, Z, p) is a non-atomic measure space. 
PROOF 1 °. Let r < co, x ~ l , y ~ l p and fly II p <- 1. Then l Ynl -< 1 for every n and 
we obtain 
Ilxyllr--( 2 I xnlr]ynlr-plYniP) 1/r ~ liXtlooilYii p/r <<" IIxll o~, 
-oo 
i.e., I°~M(IP, I~). On the other hand 
k 
e~ = (0, 0 ... . .  O, J', 0 .... ) ~ l p and [I ekll p = 1 for every k e Z. 
Hence 
IlXllM(tp, lr)~ llxekllr = Ixk[, i.e. I[X[tM(tp, lr) > I[X[Ioo, 
and we have proved that M(I p, Ir)=l °°. The proof of the case r= co is similar. 
2 ° . We assume that there exists x=x(t) on f2 such that x~0 and 
x~M(LP(f2),U(f2)). Then there exists a set e~27 such that 0<p(e)<co  and 
Ix(t)1 >0 for any t~e. Let 
en={t~e:n-X<[x(t)t<_n}, =l ,2  . . . . .  
Then e Je  and p(en)>0 for n>_n o. Moreover, if y~LP(en), then yle~LP(f2) 
and 
n - lylen <-xyle, E Lr(O), i.e. y ~ Lr(en). 
We conclude that 
(4) LP(e~) C Lr(e,), n >_ no. 
However, the embedding (4) cannot hold for the general case. We can prove 
this fact e.g. in the following way: 
Let x*(t) denote the non-increasing rearrangement of ]x I with respect o the 
measure p. We choose x=x(u), ueen, such that x*(t)=t -a, r - l  <a<p -a, 
0 < t <_ m(e). Then 
II x U Lp(e.~ = ( 
but 
11 x I[ L,(e.~ = ( 
m(e) 
I (x*(t))Pdt) 1/p<co, 
0 
re(e) 
I (x*(t))rdt) ~/r= co. 
0 
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(For the case r= oo the integral has to be interpreted as sup x*(t).) This contra- 
diction implies that M(LP(Q), Lr(Q))= {0}. 
We complete this section by giving an example which, in particular, gener- 
alizes an estimate in [15]. 
EXAMPLE 1. We use (g) with Y= L 1 and find that 
(5) M(X P, L P ) =- (X') P. 
Let ~(t) be an increasing concave function on [0, c~) such that ~(0)= 0 and 
~(R+) =R+.  The Lorentz space A~, is the collection of all xeL°([2) satisfying 
[IXI]A p = ( ~ (x*(t))Pdly(t))l/P <oo. 
o 
The Marcinkiewicz space M P consists of all x ~ L°(f2) satisfying 
[IXllM,; = sup( i (x*(u))Pdu/gl(t)) 1/p< oo. 
t>0 0 
It is well-known that (Am)'-  1 -M~ (see [10, p. 112]). Therefore (5)implies that 
(6) e P - -  P M(A~,,L )=M~,  l_<p<oo. 
For the case when f2 = (0, co) and with some further restrictions on ~(t) the 
equality (6) has also been stated by Reisner [15, p. 251]. Other special cases of 
(5) are that 
(LP'r)U=L q'°~ and (Lp'S)Lr=Lq'u 
if 1 <_r<p< o% 1/q= 1/r -  1/p, r<s and 1/u = 1/r -  1/s. 
3. GENERAL IZED DUAL ITY  OF  LORENTZ AND MARCINKIEWICZ SPACES 
A'symmetric space X on I=  [0, l), 0 < l< 0% is a Banach function space on 
I such that Ilxllx= IIx*llx for every xeX,  where x* denotes the non-increasing 
rearrangement of Ixl. Another definition that a Banach function space on I is 
symmetric or rearrangement invariant (r.i.) is that its norm is rearrangement 
invariant in the sense that if ~ is a measure automorphism of I then x e X if and 
only i f  xoreX,  and in this case [Ix[Ix= Ilxodlx (see [10] and [11]). The 
function O(t) = ~x(t) = ]r 1 to, tl II x,  t e L is called the fundamental function of the 
space X; ~0 is quasi-concave on/ ,  i.e., q~ is non-decreasing on L ~0(0)= 0 and 
q~(t)/t is nonincreasing on (0, l). It is not difficult to prove that if X and Y are 
r.i. spaces on/ ,  then also M(X, Y) is a r.i. space on/(see also [17]). A symmetric 
space X on I has the majorant property if for all xeX,  yeL  °, the condition 
~t o y*(s)ds<~to x*(s)dx for all te l  implies that yeX and [lyllx_< Ilxllx. Every 
separable or perfect symmetric space has the majorant property (see [10, 
Theorems 4.9 and 4.10]). 
_ 1 Let us consider the Lorentz space A~-A~, and the Marcinkiewicz space 
M~,=M~, where g/(t) is an increasing and concave function on [0, co) such that 
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~/(0)=0 and ~(R+)=R+ (see example 1). We refer to [10] for all basic results 
and definitions in connection with these spaces. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a symmetric space on L Then 
1 
(7) II x 11 (A~)X = sup II X* 1[0 ' tl I1X- 
O ~: t~ I -~  
I f  X has the majorant property, then 
(8) Ilxll(~j= llx%,'llx. 
PROOF. Since yo = l[o, tl/N(t ) ~A~ and [lY0[IA~ = 1 it follows that 
1 
I!X*IIM(A~,,X)~ IIX*YoIIx = ~ IIx*l[o,t]llX for any te l .  
On the other hand, we assume that 
1 
sup Ilx*l[o, tlllX=C< oo. 
O¢tsI -~  
Let eCI  be an arbitrary measurable set with measure me. Then, for any te l ,  
we have 
(x*le)*(t)_ x*(t)lt0,mel(t). 
Therefore 
[IX*Ie{IX~ Itx*l[o, me]lIx<-c~(me)=cll le A . 
We will prove that Itx*YlIx<_cllylIA~ for every yeA~,, i.e. that IIX*IIM(A~,X)<_C 
and then the equality (7) holds. 
We can without loss of generality assume that y is an arbitrary simple 
function with finite support since these functions are dense in A~, (see [10, 
Theorem 5.1]). We can also require y to be positive since [lyl[A=lllylllA. 
Each function of this type can be written as y= ~=t  a k lek, where ag_>0 
tt (k= 1,2 .... ,n) and elCe2C -'. Cen. Hence y*= ~k=t ak l[0,mek] and 
tlx*yllx<-- E aklbX*lekllx<--c E ak[[lekltA~=C[[YllA~ • 
k=l  k=l  
Now we note that II~"[IM, = 1 and it follows that 
I IX*L IM(M~,X)  > - -  IIX*q/hlx" 
On the other hand, we suppose that x*q /eX  and IlyltM<_ 1. Then, for all 
t>0,  
i y*(s)ds<~,(t)= i ~/'(t)dt 
0 0 
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and it follows that 
0 0 0 
Therefore, by using the majorant property of X, we find 
][xYlix <-/Ix*~u'l[x, i.e. [[XI[M<M~,X) <_]IX*~U']/X 
and also (8) is proved. 
The equality (7) for the sequence spaces 2~, and X= l p can be found in [18]. 
Let E be any symmetric space with concave fundamental function ~u. Then 
1 1 
A~CECM, ,  where e(t)=t/~(t). Therefore, by (a), 
McoXA I~X~-A X
and, in particular, it follows from Theorem 3 that if ~0 is increasing, concave 
and q~(R+)=R+, then for t>0,  
~o(t) 
- -  I]x*lto, tlllx <- [ Ix*¢l lx .  
t 
Moreover, we note that if X is a symmetric space, then, according to (e), we 
have 
II x tl M¢X, M~) : II X JI M(A~, X') and II x II Mix, A ~) = II x II M(M~, x') 
so that, by Theorem 3, 
1 
I Ix[ Ix~:sup ~ Ilx*lto,¢lllx, and IlxllxA~= Ilx%"llx'. 
t~I  
4. GENERALIZED DUALITY OF ORLICZ SPACES 
Let us consider generalized uality of Orlicz spaces. Let ~ be an Orlicz 
function, i.e. a continuous, convex, increasing and unbounded function on 
[0, oo) such that q~(0)=0. The Orlicz space L~(s9) is the space of xeL°(f2),  
such that 
I~(x/2) = ~ q~(Ix(t)l/)Odp< oo
for some 2 > 0 with the norm 
[[x[[~=inf {2>0 :I~(x/2)<_ 1}. 
THEOREM 4. Let ~0, ~1 and q~ be Orlicz functions such that 
(9) ~(uo) <_ q~o(U) + q~ (v) for  all u, v >_ 0 
and 
(10) ~-l(u)<_~bol(U)~i-l(u) for  all u>_O. 
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Then 
M= M(L a~°(f2), L ~(f2)) = L ~'(f2) and lixll ,~ <- llxll M----- 2II xll ~, 
i f  one of the following assumptions holds: 
(A) /.t is a non-atomic measure. 
(B) ~(u)= u r and u -r q~o(u) is nondecreasing. 
PROOF. If the inequality (9) holds and if I[xll~, = Ilytt~0= 1, then 
I~ <½I~(xy)<½1~o(y)+-~I~flx)_~+y=l. 
Therefore, for any y~L~o(g2) and x~L~,(O), we have the estimate [Ixy[]~<<_ 
_ 211 x [I ~111Y 11 ~0 and it follows that 
(11) Lq~'(O)CM(LC°°(Q), L~(O)). 
Now we let x~M(L¢%(12), L~(O)). The operator Ty=xy maps L~°(f2) into 
L~(£2) and has a closed graph. Hence 
(12) Ilxyil~<_cliyil~o for some c>0 and for all ysL~o(O). 
Let e > 0 and put 
0 ( 
Xo=Xo(S)= c+_~e q5_1 41 , i fx(s)~0.  
x(s) \ \ c+e/ /  
We shall prove that 
(13) I¢oo(Xo)<__ 1. 
If (13) holds, then IlXoll~o_<l and, by using (12), we find that IlXXoll~<<_ 
<_cllxol[~o<_C. Hence, 
1~1(-~.~ ) /XX° '  
and it follows that x~L~(g-2) and I]Xlle~<IIXilM. It remains only to prove 
(13). We assume the contrary, namely that I~0(x0)> 1. Then there exists a 
measurable set e of positive/x-measure such that b =[~o(Xole)> 1.
Let (A) be satisfied. Then we can even choose the set e such that 
I~o(xole) = 1. By using (10) and (12) we find that 
x0(s )D~¢~ol (¢~a(~) )  and Ie (~ le)-<l,  
respectively. Hence 
1 =l¢~o(xole)<I~ 1 =Io~ 1 <_ I~ 1 <- -  <1 
c+~ c+e 
and we have a contradiction. 
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Let (B) be satisfied. Then 
I~o(b- 1/% le)-< b -  q~o(x0 le) = 1. 
Moreover, (12) implies that 
I '~(~r  c l e )< l  
and it follows that 
b=la~°(X°le)<- c+e 1~ 1 e 
C {bl/rxxo ) 
C + e, Iq~ \ -bT~c le "< 
cb / XXo ~ cb 
<- -  1~-~c  1 ej <- - < b. c+g c+g 
These contradictions show that (13) holds and the proof is complete. The 
method in the proof of Theorem 4 is an essential modification of the method 
used in [23]. 
We note that the embedding (11) holds without he assumptions (10) and (A) 
or (B). Compare with [14], where also some necessary conditions for the 
embedding L'~I(E2)CM(LC~o(t2), L~(O)) can be found. In this connection we 
raise the following question: 
QUESTION 1. Find necessary conditions on ~0, ~1 and ~ so that 
M(L fP°(Y2), L ¢~(£2)) C L ¢°'((2). 
In connection with the inequality (9) we consider the operations ~b@ q'o and 
¢,o@ ¢,1, i.e. 
(~@ ~0)(u) = sup (~(uo) - q~0(o)), u _> 0, 
v>0 
and 
(~0@ ¢~1)(u) = inf (~o(V) + ~1 (1t/o)), ll ~" O, 
v>0 
in the class of Orlicz functions. 
The operation ~Q ~o has been investigated in [2], [14], [20] and [23]. In 
particular, it is proved in [23] that if, for any k>0,  
(14) lira sup (~(ku)/~o(U))=lira sup (~o(U)/~(ku))= 0, 
u ~  u~O 
then ~1=~@~0 is an Orlicz function and (10) holds. Moreover, if 
~o(u)/~(u) is a non-decreasing function, then, for any u > O, we find 
~(v~ - !(u)/O0- l(u)) < max (u, ~o(0)-< ~0@) + u 
and it follows that (11) holds. Therefore Theorem 4 implies the following 
information: 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let C0 and q5 be Orlicz functions, such that (14) holds and 
qS0/q5 is non-decreasing. If (A) or (B) holds, then 
M(L 40(f2), L 4(Y2)) = L 4, (f2), 
where q~l = qs@ qs0- 
For the case when Y2 is a bounded and closed subset of R n (but without the 
monotonity assumption on ~b0/¢ ), this result has also been stated by Wang 
(see [20, Lemma 2]). 
It is proved in [23] that C0@ ~bl is a continuous, increasing and unbounded 
function on [0, oo) such that (~0@~0(0)=0.  However, ¢0@~b I need not be 
convex. If ¢ = ~0@~1, then, obviously, (9) holds and it is also easy to prove 
that (10) is satisfied. Thus Theorem 4 implies also the following estimate: 
EXAMPLE 3. Let C 0, 4~ 1 and qs=q~0@q51 be Orlicz functions. If (A) is 
satisfied, then 
M(L 4o(f2), L 4(f2)) = L 41(f2). 
In the case of Orlicz spaces on bounded and closed subsets on R n and N- 
functions (an Orlicz function q~ is a N-function if 
lim q~(u)/u= lira u/q)(u)=~) 
u~oe u~0 
this result can also be found in [23]. In this connection it would be interesting 
to be able to give precise conditions on the N-functions q50 and q~l to ensure 
that ~= ~0@~1 will be a convex function. 
5. GENERALIZED DUALITY OF XP-SPACES 
In [5] it is proved that M(X p, X)  =X q, 1/p+ 1/q = 1, p>_ 1, if X is a perfect 
sequence space such that l 1 CXC l °°. Our main result in this section generalizes 
this statement in the following way: 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a Banach function space, l _<r<p<oo and l /q= 
= 1/r - 1/p. Then 
M([XP], Xr)=-- X q and M(X  p, xr )  = [X q] =- M([XP], [Xr]). 
PROOF. 1°: It follows from Lemma 1 that 
[I X II M(X p, X r ) ~ 1[ X U g q 
for every x ~ X q. Therefore X a ~ M(X  p, xr) .  
2°: Let x~X q and consider 
YoU) = (] x(t)l I]} x tl xq) q/p sgn x(t). 
Then 
It XYo I[ X r : II X II X q/p II IX[ ((q/p) + 1)r [I Ix/r : 1[ X [I X q 
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and /[y0l]xp= 1. We conclude that 
11 xll = IlXll Xq 
for every x~X a. In particular, we see that X q is a closed subspace of 
M(X p, x r ) .  
3°: By using (2) and 1 °, 2 ° with X replaced by [X] we find that 
M([XP], [x r ] )  --- [xq], 
4°: Let Ix I eM([XP],Xr). Then it follows from 3 ° that Ix I~[Xq], i.e. 
Ixlq/P ~ [XP]. Therefore Ix] q/r=- [xl q/p Ixl ~X r. We conclude that Ixl eX  q and 
p r 1 q obtain the embedding M([X ], X )CX  . 
5°: The proof will be complete if we prove that 
Xq ~M([XP], X r) and [X q] ~M(X p, Xr). 
Finally we note that these embeddings follow by using the relation 
Ixylr= (I X [q)r/q(]y[ p)r/p = (]x]q)r/q(]y I p) l -r/q 
in the following lemma (see also [19, Lemma 2.5]): 
LEMMA2. LetO<O<l.  I fXisaBanachfunctionspace, x~Xandye[X] ,  
then Ixl l-°lyle ~x  and 
[I [xll-°lYl°llx<-Ilxl]~c- °l ly II~xj • 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let O<x~X, 0<y~[X]  and z=x+y. For n=2 m, 
m ~ N, and k = 0, 1 ... . .  n - 1, we consider the sets 
ek, n(x) = I t~f2 : --nk z(t)<x(t)< __k n + 1 z(t) 1 
and also the analogous ets %nCv). Moreover, we consider 
~-i k ~-1 k 
x n=xn(t)= ~ - -  z(t)lekAx ) and Yn= ~ - -  z(t)le~Ay)" 
k=0 n ' ~=0 n ' 
In particular, we find that O<-xn<x, O<Yn<y, x -xn<z/n  and y-yn<_z/n. 
Moreover, - 1 -  6). 8 :in Yn ~ X and 
x  -oyo_ l-oyo n 
<(x-x~) l - °y°+x~-° (y -y~)°<n°- l z+n-°z~O in [X] as n--*oo. 
Therefore, by also using the fact that X is a closed subspace of [X], we find 
that x 1 -°y°  eX  and 
I[xl-°y°llx= [Ix 1 - °y°  [l[x I _< Ilxll ~1° I/y II~xl = I Ixlll-°llyll~x 1 
The proof  is complete. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a Banach function space, 1 <_ r<p < oo and 1/q = 
=l / r - l@.  Then M(XP, Xr )=x  q if and only if X--IX]. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let X be a Banach function space. Then X = - X y if  and only 
if X = - y2 and Y=- [Y]. 
PROOF. Let X~ yZ and Y -  [Y]. Then it follows from Theorem 5 that 
XY=M(X,  y) _m(y2 ,  y )_  [y2] _ [y]2=_ y2_~X. 
On the other hand, let X -X  y and x e X. Then 
[[X[{x = ([XlIxY= sup { i{xyll y: y ~ x,  [lyi[ x<_ I} _> {{x2tt y/llXlIx. 
Hence ]lXHy2<_ llXllx. Moreover, by using this estimate, Corollary 2 and the 
property (a), we obtain 
[Y2]-M(y2,  Y )~M(X,  Y ) -Xr -X .  
Hence X-- y2_  [y2] and the proof is complete. 
REMARK. In [7] it is proved that if X is a sequence space, then X-X '  if and 
only if X =- 12. We also refer to [5] for results of this kind concerning certain 
sequence spaces. 
In the proof of Theorem 5 we have seen that 
Xq I 1 1 1 CM(XP, Xr), l___r<p< oo, - 
q r p 
for every Banach function space X. We shall now give an example which shows 
that xqg=M(X p, X r) in general. Moreover, our choice of X is a minimal 
symmetric space on (0, co) with increasing fundamental function go such that 
~0(R + ) = R + ; compare with Arazy [3]. 
EXAMPLE 4. We consider the Orlicz space Le(0, co) generated by an Orlicz 
function ~. The subspace Ee(0, oo) of L~(0, oo), which consists of all 
x eL¢'(O, co) such that I¢~(x/,a.)< c, for every ~ >0,  is equal to the closure in 
Le(0, oo) of Ll(0, co)f'lL~(0, oo), i.e., E¢(0, oo) is minimal. Moreover, the 
fundamental function g0(t) = 1/~ - l(t) is increasing and go(R + ) = R +. 
Let X=E#(0,  co). We assume that Ee(0, co) 4:L~(0, m) (this means that 
does not satisfy the Az-condition). It is well-known (see [1]) that IX]= 
=Le(0,  oo). Hence 
[X q ] = L %(0, co) va E%(O, co) = X q, 
where q~q(U)= q~(uq). Moreover, according to Theorem 5, [xq]~m(x  p, X r) 
and it follows that X q g: M(X  p, xr) .  
In connection with the property (c) we also raise the following question. 
QUESTION 2. When is the Banach function space X Y-perfect, i.e., when is 
xYY=x(YgzL1)?  
In this paper we have considered the case when the spaces X are Banach 
function spaces. Several of our results can be formulated also if the spaces X 
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are quasi-Banach function spaces. The only difference is that then we must have 
some constants, which depend on the corresponding quasi-norms, in our 
estimates. 
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